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BE TIRE SAVVY – Part 2 

TIRE MYTHS 

    1. Is an all-season tire better for wet road traction than a summer tire? 

Answer: An all-season tire trades wet road traction for enhanced mobility in snow and in sub-freezing temperatures.        
Designing a tire is an exercise in compromises. Improving a certain tire performance almost always means diminishing    
another 

 

2. Does plenty of tread mean plenty of tire life remaining? 

 Answer: Tire manufacturers usually recommend replacing tires every five    or six years regardless of tread depth. 

 

3. Will a tire burst if the “max press” number on the sidewall is exceeded? 

 Answer: A new quality tire will not burst even if the “max press” is exceeded. VOID THIS STATEMENT if the tire is        
damaged or the tire is mounted on a cheap damaged wheel. “Max load” also factors into the picture. You can’t increase the 
pressure to increase the load-carrying capacity. Common sense applies here. 

 

4. Is the “max press” on the sidewall the proper inflation pressure for your tires? 

Answer: The proper inflation pressures are determined by the automaker (in concert with, but not by, the tire maker).       
Inflating a tire beyond the car manufacturer’s recommendation may make it more susceptible to damage from potholes and 
may reduce the quality of your ride. The government now requires new cars to have proper pressure recommendations on 
the driver’s doorjamb. 

 

5. Budget brand tires are as good as big name brands since they’re built by the same company? 

Answer: Each tire company has a premium brand which gets the benefits of its research, development and testing. Many 
major tire manufacturers build tires for auto parts stores to sell under the store’s brand. Usually, development and testing 
drop to legal requirements. The R & D from the premium brand often (but not always) trickles down into the budget brands. 

 

Tire Speed Ratings  

Speed ratings are based on indoor laboratory tests that relate to straightaway performance and durability on the road. They 
are “not applicable if tires are underinflated, overloaded, worn out, damaged or altered”. A tire with a sidewall marking of 
P255/60R15 102H would have a speed rating of 130 mph. as designated by the H after the 102. The above example tire 
spec. would be defined as follows: P=passenger tire, 255=section width in (mm), 60=aspect ratio (section height/section 
width), R=radial construction, 15= rim dia., 102=load index, H=speed rating. 

Speed rating Chart: 

S: max. of 112 mph. 

T: max. of 118 mph. 

H: max. of 130 mph. 

V: max. of 149 mph. 

W: max. of 168 mph. 

Y: max. of 186 mph. 

(Y): in excess of 186 mph. 

The old Z-rating refers to speeds in excess of 149 mph. 

Closing Thoughts 

The sidewall markings of a tire says it all. As mentioned previously it is most important to keep your receipt when purchasing 
tires. Remember, ultraviolet rays from the sun are detrimental to rubber. In a desert climate, tires tend to develop tiny cracks 
in the sidewall – this is called dry rot. It’s quite common. Check your tire pressures often. While checking your tire pressures 
look over your tire for any damage or unusual wear pattern which could be an indication of an alignment or suspension issue. 

 

Happy Motoring…Ron Couturier    . 


